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TOPIC-1 
What India should consider about the proposition to isolate China 

Worsening U.S.-China ties and implications for other countries 

 After years of cooperating with one another, the U.S. and China are currently at the 

stage of confrontation. 

 Both are seeking allies to join their camps. 

 This places several countries in Asia, in a difficult position as most of them, loathe to 

take sides. 

 The U.S. may not necessarily be the first choice for many countries of Asia and the 

Asia-Pacific region. 

 In the case of China, it is clearly more feared than loved. 

China’s aggression 

 Beijing‟s virtual takeover of Hong Kong has only confirmed what had long been 

known about China‟s intentions. 

 In March-April this year, China further stepped up its aggressive actions, renaming 

almost 80 geographical features in the region as an index of Chinese sovereignty. 

 Taiwan, Japan, Vietnam, Indonesia and South Korea have all complained about 

China‟s menacing postures in their vicinity. 

How countries are resisting China 

 Hardly any country in Asia is willing to openly confront China, and side with the U.S. 

 East Asian countries explain that China was always known to be over-protective of the 

South China Sea. 

 And China consider South China Sea a natural shield against possible hostile 

intervention by outside forces inimical to it. 

 No U.S. assurance and Chinese aggression has been enough to make countries in the 

region openly side with the U.S. and against China. 

China’s economic grip and lessons for India 

 Despite a series of diktats from Washington to restrict economic and other relations, 

China remains unfazed. 



 
 
 
 

 

 China seems confident that its stranglehold on the global economy ensures that it does 

not face any real challenge. 

 It would be wise for India to recognise this. 

 It is equally necessary to realise how fickle some of these countries can be when it 

comes to economic issues. 

  At a recent meeting in Washington Australia (a member of the Quad) made it clear 

that China is important for Australia. 

 Likewise, the U.K.‟s Secretary of State for Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs, 

recently stated in its Parliament, that the U.K. wants a positive relationship with China. 

 It is evident that few nations across the world are willing to risk China‟s ire because of 

strong economic ties. 

India’s relations with neighbouring countries: concerns 

 India‟s relations with Nepal, meanwhile, have hit a roadblock over the Kalapani area. 

 In Sri Lanka, the return of the Rajapaksas to power after the recent elections does not 

augur too well for India-Sri Lanka relations. 

 The strain in India-Bangladesh relations is a real cause for concern since it can provide 

a beachhead against Chinese activities in the region. 

Growing Chinese presence in India’s sphere of influence 

  In July, the Chinese Foreign Minister organised a virtual meeting of the Foreign 

Ministers of Nepal, Afghanistan and Pakistan. 

 In this meeting, China proposed economic corridor plan with Nepal, styled as 

the Trans-Himalayan Multi-Dimensional Connectivity Network. 

 China has also made headway in Iran to an extent, again at India‟s expense. 

Conclusion 

Geo-balancing is not happening to China‟s disadvantage. This lesson must be well 

understood when India plan its future strategy. 
 

 

 

 



 
 
 
 

 

TOPIC-2 
Increasing dependence on indirect taxes and issues with it 

Important changes in direct taxes 

 The wealth tax was abolished in 2016. 

 Wealth tax was replaced by a 2 per cent surcharge on super-rich individuals with 

taxable income of over Rs 10 crore. 

 But the government rolled back the increase in surcharge in 2019. 

 Corporate taxes were slashed from 30 per cent to 22 per cent to attract foreign 

investors and induce Indian companies to invest. 

  Cuts in corporate tax that have resulted in a revenue loss of Rs 1.5 lakh crore have 

contributed to making the state poor. 

Increasing indirect taxes and cess 

 The share of indirect taxes has increased by up to 50 per cent of the gross tax 

revenue in FY2019 from 43 per cent in FY2011. 

 The combined share of customs and excise duties and value-added tax reached an all-

time high of 10.5 per cent of GDP. 
 This high was following a three-year-long steady increase in customs or excise duty on 

commonly used goods, such as petroleum products, metals and sugar, automobiles 

and consumer durables. 
 This is also when the service tax was hiked steadily to 18 per cent under GST from 

12.4 per cent in 2014. 

 Swachh Bharat cess and Krishi Kalyan cesses were imposed in addition to GST. 

 The permanent nature of these cesses has been widely opposed by the states and 

criticised by the CAG. 

 CAG has pointed out the lack of transparency and incomplete reporting in accounts 

on the utilisation of amounts collected under cesses. 

 All of this is troubling because indirect taxes often penalise the poor and the middle 

class more than the rich. 

Case for the wealth tax 

 High tax rates on the wealthy in Europe have played a key role in ensuring a strong 

social security net for the poor. 



 
 
 
 

 

 This successful example should encourage India to consider the rationale for a wealth 

tax. 

 Higher taxes on the super-rich could be used for cash transfers and a fiscal stimulus, 

that, in India, at 1 per cent of GDP each, have been negligible so far. 

 A wealth tax, a COVID-19 cess on the super-rich and a surcharge on the super-rich for 

their income from listed equity shares are critical for mitigating the current situation. 

Issues with such policy 

 Cuts in corporate taxes, increased indirect tax revenues, decreased capital expenditure 

and practically no change in revenue expenditure on health and education show that 

India‟s taxation policy is more business-friendly than pro-poor. 

 This is happening at a time when a supply-side oriented approach to the economy is 

counter-cyclical. 

 Faced with increased expenditure amid pandemic Centre increased the duty on fuel by 

a record Rs 10 per litre on petrol when global crude prices have been falling. 

 This speaks of the government‟s increased dependency on indirect tax-based revenues. 

Conclusion 

COVID-19 may be a blessing in disguise if it allows India to reform its tax system in 

order to make it work towards inclusive growth and sustainable development rather than 

targeting only investment-led economic growth. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 
 
 

 

 

TOPIC-3 

What is Balance of Payments? 
 

India‟s balance of payments this year is going to be “very very strong” on the back of 

significant improvement in exports and a fall in imports said the Commerce and 

Industry Ministry. 

Balance of Payment 

 BOP is the oldest and the most important statistical statement for any country. 

 In a nutshell BOP of a country is “a systematic record of all economic transactions 

between the residents of one country with the residents of the other country in a 

financial year”. 

 Economic Transactions include all the foreign receipts and payments made by a 

country during a given financial year. 

 Foreign receipts include all the earnings and borrowings by a country from the other 

countries. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 
 
 

 

TOPIC-4 
 

Indus Water Treaty (IWT) 
 

 
 

India has refused a request by Pakistan to hold a meeting on issues around the Indus Water 

Treaty (IWT) at the Attari check post near the India-Pakistan border. 

The IWT has been in existence since 1960, and reached a flash point in the 

aftermath of the Uri attacks in 2016 with PM declaring that “blood and water 

couldn’t flow together”. 

 

 



 
 
 
 

 

About Indus Waters Treaty, 1960 

 The IWT is a water-distribution treaty between India and Pakistan, brokered by the 

World Bank signed in Karachi in 1960. 

 According to this agreement, control over the water flowing in three “eastern” rivers of 

India — the Beas, the Ravi and the Sutlej was given to India 

 The control over the water flowing in three “western” rivers of India — the Indus, the 

Chenab and the Jhelum was given to Pakistan 

 The treaty allowed India to use western rivers water for limited irrigation use and 

unrestricted use for power generation, domestic, industrial and non-consumptive uses 

such as navigation, floating of property, fish culture, etc. while laying down precise 

regulations for India to build projects 

 India has also been given the right to generate hydroelectricity through the run of the 

river (RoR) projects on the Western Rivers which, subject to specific criteria for 

design and operation is unrestricted. 

Talks stalled on key projects 

 Among the key points on the table was evolving a procedure to solve differences on technical aspects 

governing the construction of the Ratle run-of-the-river (RoR) project on the Chenab in the Kishtwar 

district. 

 India has called for the appointment of a „neutral‟ party while Pakistan favours a Court of Arbitration 

to agree upon a final resolution on the design parameters of this hydropower project. 

 According to the IWT, India has the right to build RoR projects on the three „western‟ rivers — the 

Chenab, Jhelum and Indus — provided it does so without substantially impeding water flow in 

Pakistan downstream. 

 Pakistan believes that the project‟s current design does pose a serious impediment and has told the 

World Bank that it wants a Court of Arbitration (CoA) set up to decide on the issue. 

 India says this is only a technical issue and mutually solvable. 

 

TOPIC-5 

What is the Negative Imports List for Defence? 
 

The Defence Ministry announced a list of 101 items that it will stop importing. 

 

 



 
 
 
 

 

Negative Imports List 

 The negative list essentially means that the Armed Forces—Army, Navy and Air 

Force—will only procure all of these 101 items from domestic manufacturers. 

 The manufacturers could be private sector players or Defence Public Sector 

Undertakings (DPSUs). 

Why such a decision? 

 As per Stockholm International Peace Research Institute, which tracks defence exports 

and imports globally, India has been the second-largest importer between 2014 and 

2019 with US$ 16.75 billion worth of imports. 

 By denying the possibility of importing the items on the negative list, the domestic 

industry is given the opportunity to step up and manufacture them for the needs of the 

forces. 

 The government has been hoping that the defence manufacturing sector can play a 

leading role in boosting the economy, not just for the domestic market, but to become 

an exporter as well. 

Items included in the negative list 

The items mentioned in the negative imports list include: 

 water jet fast attack craft to survey vessels, pollution control vessels, light transport 

aircraft, GSAT-6 terminals, radars, unmanned aerial vehicles, to certain rifles, artillery 

guns, bulletproof jackets, missile destroyers, etc. 

Impact of the move 

 The items in the list are of proven technologies and do not involve any critical or 

cutting-edge technology for a next-generation weapon system or platform. 

 Against each of these items is mentioned a year when import embargo would kick in, 

leading to apprehensions that demands will be placed with foreign vendors until then, 

leaving very little for domestic producers. 

 But this may also provide domestic players time to build capability and capacity to 

produce the items. 

 The biggest challenge for the government and the armed forces will be to keep this 

commitment to domestic producers in the event of an operational requirement. 



 
 
 
 

 

TOPIC-6 

Fourth Edition of the National Public Procurement Conclave Inaugurated 

IN NEWS 

• The Fourth edition of the National Public Procurement Conclave [NPPC], organized 

by Government e Marketplace [GeM], in association with the Confederation of 

Indian Industry [CII] for two days, was inaugurated online by Shri PiyushGoyal, 

Union Commerce and Industry & Railways Minister 

• The theme of NPPC is "Technology enabled Government Procurement - Towards 

efficiency, transparency, and inclusiveness". 

ABOUT 

• GeM is a short form of one stop Government e-Market Place hosted by DGS & D 

where common user goods and services can be procured. GeM is dynamic, self-

sustaining and user friendly portal for making procurement by Government officers. 

• Public procurement forms a very important part of government activity and reform in 

public procurement is one of the top priorities of the present government. 

• Government e-Marketplace (GeM - gem.gov.in) is a very bold step of the Government 

with the aim to transform the way in which procurement of goods and services is 

done by the Government Ministries and Departments, Public Sector Undertakings 

and other apex autonomous bodies of the Central Government. 

FEATURES OF GEM 

• Transparency-GeM eliminates human interface in vendor registration, order 

placement and payment processing, to a great extent. Being an open platform, GeM 

offers no entry barriers to bonafide suppliers who wish to do business with the 

Government their feet by restructuring their credits so that they can repay them easily 

and make a fresh start. 

• Efficiency - Direct purchase on GeM can be done in a matter of minutes and the entire 

process in online, end to end integrated and with online tools for assessing price 

reasonability. 



 
 
 
 

 

• Secure and safe- GeM is a completely secure platform and all the documents on 

GeM are e-signed at various stages by the buyers and sellers. 

• Potential - On GeM, the filters for selecting goods which are Preferential Market 

Access (PMA) compliant and those manufactured by Small Scale Industries (SSI), 

enables the government buyers to purchase make in India and SSI goods very easily. 

• Savings -The transparency, efficiency and ease of use of the GeM portal has resulted 

in a substantial reduction in prices on GeM, in comparison to the tender, rate contract 

and direct purchase rates. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 
 
 

 

TOPIC-7 

Mauritius Declares Emergency as Stranded Ship Spills Fuel 

IN NEWS 

• The Indian Ocean island of Mauritius declared a "state of environmental emergency" 

late Friday after a Japanese-owned ship that ran aground offshore days ago began 

spilling tons of fuel. 

ABOUT 

• Mauritius officially the Republic of Mauritius, is an island nation in the Indian Ocean 

about 2,000 kilometres (1,200 mi) off the south-east coast of the African continent. 

• It includes the eponymous main island of Mauritius and Rodrigues, Agaléga and St. 

Brandon. The islands of Mauritius and Rodrigues form part of the Mascarene Islands, 

along with nearby Réunion, a French overseas department. 

• The capital and largest city, Port Louis, is located on Mauritius, where most of the 

population is concentrated. 

OIL SPILL 

• The government on Saturday declared an environmental emergency as satellite images 

showed a dark slick spreading in the turquoise waters near wetlands that the 

government called "very sensitive". 

• French President Emmanuel Macron announced that his country will help from the 

neighboring island of Reunion, a French overseas territory. 

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT 

• When there are oil spills in the ocean or freshwater, it does not blend with the water. 

• This layer, called a slick, expands until the oil layer is extremely thin and can spread 

hundreds of miles wide. This layer is called a sheen and is usually less than 0.01 mm 

thick. This can block sunlight from reaching oceanic environments, which can 

severely impact producers and, thus, the entire food chain of an ecosystem. 



 
 
 
 

 

• Marine and coastal life can be contaminated in a number of ways, through poison by 

ingestion, destruction of habitat and direct contact with oil. 

COMMON METHOD USED TO CONTROL OIL SPILL 

• Oil booms are the most common and popular equipment used in oil clean-up due to 

their simpler design and easier execution. 

• Once the oil is bounded by oil booms, it can be extracted or skimmed easily with the 

help of skimmers or oil scoops. These skimmers are fitted onto boats to remove the 

floating oil or greasy contaminants. 

• Materials that can adsorb or absorb liquids are termed as sorbents. The use of sorbents 

is a natural process of oil clean-up. The most common types of sorbents are peat 

moss, vermiculite (straw), and hay. 

• It is similar to burning rice husk after yielding rice crop. In this method, the floating 

oil is set to fire by igniting it safely. It is the most proficient method of oil clean-up, 

as it can efficiently remove 98% of the total spilled oil. 

COMMON METHOD USED TO CONTROL OIL SPILL 

• Oil booms are the most common and popular equipment used in oil clean-up due to 

their simpler design and easier execution. 

• Once the oil is bounded by oil booms, it can be extracted or skimmed easily with the 

help of skimmers or oil scoops. These skimmers are fitted onto boats to remove the 

floating oil or greasy contaminants. 

• Materials that can adsorb or absorb liquids are termed as sorbents. The use of sorbents 

is a natural process of oil clean-up. The most common types of sorbents are peat 

moss, vermiculite (straw), and hay. 

• It is similar to burning rice husk after yielding rice crop. In this method, the floating 

oil is set to fire by igniting it safely. It is the most proficient method of oil clean-up, 

as it can efficiently remove 98% of the total spilled oil. 



 
 
 
 

 

• When oil cannot be confined to booms, the last option that remains is oil 

disintegration. Dispersals are chemicals spread over the spilled oil to initiate the 

disintegration of oil. 

TOPIC-8 

Agriculture Infrastructure Fund 

Why in NEWS? 

• Prime Minister Narendra Modi on 09th August 2020, launched Rs 1 lakh crore 

financing facility under the Agricultural Infrastructure Fund. 

About 

• Facility is launched for startups, agri-entrepreneurs, agri-tech players, and farmer 

groups for post-harvest management and fostering farm assets. 

• Prime Minister also released the sixth installment of Rs 17,000 crore funds to 8.5 crore 

farmers under the PM-KISAN (Pradhan Mantri Kisan Samman Nidhi) scheme. 

Agri-Infra Fund 

• The new agri-infra fund, the duration of which will be 10 years till 2029, aims to 

provide medium-to-long term debt financing facility for investment in viable projects 

for post-harvest management infrastructure and community farming assets through 

interest subvention and financial support. 

• About Rs 1 lakh crore will be sanctioned under the financing facility in partnership 

with multiple lending institutions as loans to primary agri-credit societies, farmer 

groups, farmer producer organizations (FPOs), agri-entrepreneurs, startups and agri-

tech players. 

• It will be provided for setting up of cold stores and chains, warehousing, silos, 

assaying, grading and packaging units, e-marketing points linked to e-trading 

platforms and ripening chambers, besides PPP projects for crop aggregation 

sponsored by central / state / local bodies. 



 
 
 
 

 

• Loans will be disbursed in four years starting with sanction of Rs. 10,000 crore in the 

current year and Rs. 30,000 crore each in next three financial years. 

• Moratorium for repayment may vary subject to minimum of 6 months and maximum 

of 2 years. 

• Loans will have interest subvention of 3% per annum up to a limit of Rs. 2 crore. This 

subvention will be available for a maximum period of seven years. 

• Credit guarantee coverage will be available for eligible borrowers from the scheme 

under Credit Guarantee Fund Trust for Micro and Small Enterprises (CGTMSE) 

scheme for a loan up to Rs. 2 crore. 

• It will be managed and monitored through an online Management Information System 

(MIS) platform 

• In case of FPOs the credit guarantee may be availed from the facility created under 

FPO promotion scheme. 

PM-KISAN scheme 

• Under this scheme by Ministry of Agriculture and Farm Welfare, Government is 

providing annually Rs 6,000 in three equal installments to 14 crore farmers, directly 

transferred into the bank accounts of the beneficiaries through direct benefit transfer 

(DBT) mode. 

• It intends to supplement the financial needs of the Small and Marginal Farmers 

(SMFs) in procuring various inputs to ensure proper crop health and appropriate 

yields, commensurate with the anticipated farm income at the end of each crop cycle. 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 
 
 

 

 

 

TOPIC-9 

e-Sanjeevani 

Why in NEWS? 

• Health Minister Dr Harsh Vardhan lauded the contribution of states in popularizing e-

Sanjeevani in a short span of time since November last year. 

About E-Sanjeevani 

• It is the Tele-Medicine platform rolled out by Health Ministry. 

• E-Sanjeevani platform has enabled two types of telemedicine services - Doctor-to-

Doctor (e-Sanjeevani) and Patient-to-Doctor (e-Sanjeevani OPD) tele-consultations. 

• Tele-consultation by e-Sanjeevani and e-Sanjeevani OPD has been implemented by 23 

States, which covers 75 percent of the population. 

• It is planned to implement tele-consultation in all the 1.5 lakh Health and Wellness 

Centers (as spokes) in a 'Hub and Spoke' model, by December 2022. 

Telemedicine 

• It is the delivery of healthcare services, where distance is a critical factor, by all 

healthcare professionals using information and communication technologies for the 

exchange of valid information for diagnosis, treatment and prevention of disease and 

injuries, research and evaluation, and for the continuing education of healthcare 

providers. 

• Telemedicine translates to 'healing at a distance', is considered to be the remote 

diagnosis and treatment of patients by means of telecommunications technology. 

Amid the COVID-19 pandemic center's recent guidelines allowing for widespread 

use of telemedicine services came as a great push for telehealth crusaders in the 

country 



 
 
 
 

 

• It is an umbrella term to encompass health care delivery in addition to education, 

research, health surveillance, and public health promotion. 

• National telemedicine service has completed more than 1,50,000 tele-consultations 

enabling patient to doctor consultations from the confines of their home. 

• Government has started implementing the vision of Digital India through broadband 

and mobile phones at the Ayushman Bharat - Health and Wellness Centers. 

• With the cooperation of states and UTs, and a pool of selfless and medical 

practitioners and experts, healthcare services have been provided through tele-

medicine platforms such as e-Sanjeevani which has greatly augmented the health 

infrastructure during the COVID pandemic. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 
 
 

 

TOPIC-10 
Submarine Cable Connectivity to Andaman & Nicobar Islands 

 
 

Our PM has launched the submarine Optical Fibre Cable (OFC) connecting Andaman & 

Nicobar Islands to the mainland. 

What is a submarine communications cable? 

 A submarine communications cable is a cable laid on the seabed between land-based 

stations to transmit telecommunication signals across stretches of ocean and sea. 

 The optical fibre elements are typically individually coated with plastic layers and 

contained in a protective tube suitable for the environment where the cable will be 

deployed. 

 Compared to satellites, using internet connection through submarine cables is more 

reliable, cost-efficient and of large capacity. 

About the project 

 About 2,300 km of submarine optical fibre cable (OFC) has been laid at a cost of about 

Rs 1,224 crore to provide better connectivity in the UT. 

 The project envisages better connectivity from Chennai to Port Blair and seven other 

Islands — Swaraj Deep (Havelock), Long Island, Rangat, Hutbay (Little Andaman), 

Kamorta, Car Nicobar and Campbell Bay (Great Nicobar). 



 
 
 
 

 

 The project is funded by the government through the Universal Service Obligation 

Fund under the ministry of communications. 

 The foundation stone for the project was laid by PM Modi in December 2018 at Port 

Blair. 

Expected outcomes 

 The OFC will enable the delivery of faster and more reliable mobile and landline 

telecom services to Andaman & Nicobar Islands, at par with other parts of India. 

 The submarine optical fibre cable link will deliver bandwidth of 2 x 200 Gigabits per 

second (Gbps) between Chennai and Port Blair, and 2 x 100 Gbps between Port Blair 

and the other islands. 

 Besides this, 4G mobile services, which were constrained due to limited backhaul 

bandwidth provided via satellite, will also see a major boost. 

Benefits of the project 

 Better connectivity in the region will facilitate the delivery of e-governance services 

such as telemedicine and tele-education. 

 Small enterprises will benefit from opportunities in e-commerce, while educational 

institutions will utilise the enhanced availability of bandwidth for e-learning and 

knowledge sharing. 

 Business Process Outsourcing services and other medium and large enterprises too 

also benefit from better connectivity. 

 The internet bills in Andaman and Nicobar will also come down substantially. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 
 
 

 

 

TOPIC-11 
 Himalayan Geothermal Springs release huge amount of 

carbon dioxide in the atmosphere 

 
The Himalayas, which hosts about 600 geothermal springs needs to be considered while 

estimating emissions to the carbon cycle and thereby to global warming says, Indian 

researchers. 

Note the following hot springs in India: 
1) Panamik in Nubra valley 

2) Kheer Ganga in Kullu, Himachal 

3) Manikaran Sahib, Himachal 

4) Tattapani, Chhattisgarh 

5) Gaurikund, Uttarakhand 

6) Yumthang, Sikkim 

7) Reshi, Sikkim 



 
 
 
 

 

Geothermal springs 

 

 Geothermal or Hot springs are heated by shallow intrusions of magma (molten rock) in 

volcanic areas. Some thermal springs, however, are not related to volcanic activity. 

 The water is heated by convective circulation: groundwater percolates downward & 

reaches depths of a kilometre or more where the temperature of rocks is high because 

of the normal temperature gradient of the Earth‟s crust. 

Why consider the Himalayas? 

 The Himalayan geothermal springs which cover about 10,000 square km in the 

Garhwal region of Himalaya show a significant discharge of CO2 rich water. 

 The estimated carbon dioxide degassing (removal of dissolved gases from liquids, 

especially water or aqueous solutions) flux is nearly 7.2 ×106 mol/year to the 

atmosphere. 

 Such CO2 degassing should be taken into account to assess global carbon outflux in 

the earth‟s atmosphere. 

Where does this CO2 come from? 

 Carbon outflux from Earth‟s interior to the exosphere through volcanic eruptions, fault 

zones, and geothermal systems contribute to the global carbon cycle that effects short 

and long term climate of the Earth. 



 
 
 
 

 

 The CO2 in the thermal springs are sourced from metamorphic decarbonation of 

carbonate rocks present deep in the Himalayan core along with magmatism and 

oxidation of graphite. 

 Most of the geothermal water is dominated by evaporation followed by weathering of 

silicate rocks. 

 Isotopic analyses further point towards a meteoric source for geothermal water. 

 

TOPIC-12 

 Mount Sinabung 

 

The Mount Sinabung volcano in Indonesia has erupted spouting ash at least 5,000 metres 

high into the sky. 

In the Philippines, a volcano called Taal on the island of Luzon; 50 km from 

Manila has recently erupted in January. Note all such recent eruption in news. 

Mount Sinabung 

 It is a Pleistocene-to-Holocene stratovolcano in the Karo plateau of Karo Regency, 

North Sumatra, Indonesia. 

 It is created by the subduction of the Indo-Australian Plate under the Eurasian Plate. 

 It erupted in 2010 after a 400-year-long hiatus and has been continuously active since 

September 2013. 



 
 
 
 

 

 

TOPIC-13 

 Issue of contempt of court 

Issues with the concept of contempt 

 The concept of contempt is a centuries-old British law abolished in 2013. 

 At the time the British Law Commission said that one of the intentions for contempt 

of court was to hide judicial corruption. 

 The concept, therefore, clashed with the need for transparency but also freedom of 

speech. 

Let’s look into some comment’s from judges 

 In1968, a British judge, had this to say of the Law of Contempt “We will not use it to 

suppress those who speak against us. We do not fear criticism, nor do we resent it. For 

there is something far more important at stake. It is no less than freedom of speech 

itself. “ 
 In a 2008 lecture by Justice Markandey Katju noted that “The test to determine 

whether an act amounts to contempt of court or not is this: Does it make the 

functioning of judges impossible or extremely difficult? If it does not, then it does 

not amount to contempt of court even if it‟s harsh criticism”. 

Way forward 

 Whilst justice is important, judges must not take themselves too seriously. 

 Even if their amour propre is offended, it does not mean the institution has been 

questioned or justice brought into disrepute. 

 Judges deliver justice, they do not embody it. 

 They should never forget their Court is supreme because it’s final not because it’s 

infallible. 

 When they lapse they can be criticised, but of course, politely and fairly. 

Conclusion 

Indian Supreme Court hopefully pay attention to this aspect while delivering the judgement 

on the contempt cases. 
 



 
 
 
 

 

TOPIC-14 

A new direction for India-U.S. ties 
 

Following 12 factors would influence the depth and longevity of the India-U.S. ties. 

1) Outcome of the  U.S. Presidential elections 

 The success of India‟s new bonding with the U.S. will depend on the outcome of the 

U.S. Presidential elections. 

 The Democratic party candidate with the Left wing and liberals in the U.S. has been 

highly critical of the Citizenship (Amendment) Act. 

2) Need to build trust with the U.S. 

 India purchased of the S-400 air defence missile system from Russia disregarding 

the U.S. concerns. 

 India refused to send Indian troops to Afghanistan. 

 We need to build trust with the U.S. that we will give to the U.S. as good as it gives us. 

 For this structuring we must realise that India-U.S. relations require give and take on 

both sides. 

 What India needs to take today is for dealing with the Ladakh confrontation with 

China. 

 Obviously, India needs U.S. hardware military equipment. 

3)  Fighting the U.S. enemy in neighbourhood 
 The U.S. needs India to fight her enemies in the neighbourhood such as in 

Afghanistan. 

 India should send two divisions gradually to Afghanistan and relieve U.S. troops to go 

home 

4) Intelligence sharing and cooperation 
 India needs the support of the U.S. and its ally, Israel, in cyberwarfare, satellite 

mappings of China and Pakistan. 

 There is a need for sharing intercepts of electronic communication, hard intelligence 

on terrorists, and controlling the military and the Inter-Services Intelligence in 

Pakistan. 

 



 
 
 
 

 

5) Developing naval bases 

 India needs the U.S. to completely develop the Andaman & Nicobar, and also the 

Lakshadweep Islands as a naval and air force base. 

 These naval bases can be used by the U.S  and shared along with its allies such as 

Indonesia and Japan. 

6) Economic relations and India’s concerns 

 The economic relations must be based on macroeconomic commercial principles. 

 Free, indiscriminate flow of U.S. foreign direct investment (FDI) is not in India’s 

national interest. 

7) Technology sharing 

 India needs technologies such as thorium utilisation, desalination of sea water, and 

hydrogen fuel cells. 

8) U.S. should allow import of agricultural product 

 The U.S. must allow India‟s exports of agricultural products including Bos indicus 

milk, which are of highly competitive prices in the world. 

9) FDI in India 

 FDI should be allowed into India selectively from abroad, including from the U.S. 

 FDI in India should be based on the economic theory of comparative advantage and 

not on subsidies and gratis. 

10) Tariffs 

 Tariffs of both India and the U.S. should be lowered, and the Indian rupee should be 

gradually revalued to ₹35 to a dollar. 

 Later, with the economy picking up, the rupee rate should go below 10 to the dollar. 

 

 



 
 
 
 

 

11) Stay away from certain issues 

  India should not provide the U.S. with our troops to enter Tibet, or be involved in the 

Hong Kong and Taiwan issue. 

 There is always a possibility of a leadership change in China. 

 Thus, China‟s policy changed very favourably towards India. 

 In the cases of Tibet, Taiwan, and Hong Kong, we have made explicit agreements. 

 In the case of Tibet, two formal treaties were signed by Nehru (1954) and A.B. 

Vajpayee (2003). 

12) Trilateral commitment to world peace 

 In the long run, India, the U.S., and China should form a trilateral commitment for 

world peace provided Chinese current international policies undergo a healthy change. 

Conclusion 

Both countries need to recognise each other‟s concern and work towards the deepening 

of the ties for the mutual benefit and with a view to dealing with the challenges 

confronting both the countries. 
 

 

 
 


